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The difference between these two styles of carriage clock case

by Leigh Extence

There have been many differing styles of carriage clock case used over the years, from the early multi-

piece and one-piece styles to the later cheap Obis type. But the style often considered the finest is one we

now call the gorge, and it is certainly true that only the best quality movements were fitted into this design.

A slightly simpler variation of the gorge was also produced which also only housed the better movements,

and this is a case we now called the cannelée. So what are the differences between the two?

Before answering that question it is worth noting out an interesting point about the naming of these two

styles. In my research into Jacot carriage clocks I came upon an write-up in Le Figaro by the

historical author Carol du Ham when reporting on the 1889 Paris Exposition in which he writes Henri

Jacot, a maker of carriage clocks, is the inventor of the cannelée case. I then came across an advert for

Jacot in which Jacot themselves state that he was the inventor of the cannelée clock case. This was

confusing as in recording over a thousand Jacot carriage clocks those I had seen in this case style numbered

less than ten, whereas Henri Jacot and his successors favoured the gorge case, especially for their more

complicated movements such as those with grande-sonnerie strikework. It became obvious that at some

point the names given to the two types had been mixed up either in an article or reference book, and have

since became the norm. This becomes more obvious when knowing that the word cannelée translates into

English as fluted, as are the corners of the case we now call the gorge. Therefore in describing the

difference between the two styles we have no choice but to use the modern but incorrect terminology as to

do otherwise would further confuse the issue.

The earliest example I have of a gorge case is one signed by

Georges Moser having been supplied to him by the blanc

roulant maker from Saint-Nicolas d'Aliermont Holingue frères

being stamped with their initials H.L. to the frontplate. This is

an interesting example as it is engraved to the front stating that

it was exhibited at the Paris Exposition of 1855. From this time

onward the majority of the top makers used the gorge, with

many examples finely engraved.



The difference between the two styles can be summed up in fairly simple terms. The gorge has a fluted

profile to the top and bottom corners that follows the line of the groove in the case pillars whereas these

corners on a cannelée are smooth, although it should be noted that this corner profile form of the gorge case

can vary from very sharp to almost non-existent. The gorge case tends to have a five-bail handle whereas

the cannelée has a three-bail handle, although there is a small variation on this in that earlier Jacot gorge

examples had a different form of three-bail concave moulded handle with others, as shown by the Holingue

example above, having a ‘turned’ form of handle, but these were only used in the relatively early years of

gorge production. So, there are a few anomalies with differing handles sometimes seen on both types of

case whilst Drocourt, who favoured the cannelée case for his porcelain panelled clocks, had a tendency in

later production to sometimes use the gorge-style five-bail handle on the ordinary corniche cases.

Jacot Gorge 837

With a sharp profile as seen on earlier examples and
showing the grooving to the corners.

Jacot 1148

Although closer to a gorge in overall feel with
the profile of top and bottom being those of a
gorge, and having the gorge style more
rounded corner profile, the lack of fluting to
the corners suggest otherwise and so perhaps
this could be accepted as an earlier form of
cannelée or indeed almost a hybrid.



Jacot Gorge 8121

With softer fluting to the corner profile as seen
on later models and having the more usual
five-bail handle.

Drocourt Cannelée 11404

With no fluting to the corner profile and a typical
three-bail handle.

Drocourt Cannelée 9562

Engraved case with porcelain panels and a three-
bail handle.

Drocourt Corniche 19328

Although neither a gorge or a cannelée case, this
example shows how Drocourt used, although rarely, the
gorge five-bail handle on non-gorge cases.


